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ABSTRACT

Tirant lo Blanch is a novel with multiple sides. In particular, the Mediterranean Sea becomes especially important. We pay attention to two episodes which can become examples of the strategic relevance that corresponds to the Mediterranean Sea in Tirant lo Blanch as a ‘romance’ tale as well as a work written after the classic historiography: the History of the love between Leander and Hero, by Joan Roís de Corella; and we identify for the first time a ‘new’ source for Tirant lo Blanch after the important Roman historian Dion Cassius. The present study additionally suggests a (most) probable evidence of the influential activity carried out by the Grand Master of the Hospital, Juan Fernández de Heredia.¹
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1. Introduction

*Tirant lo Blanch*, 2 written by the Valencian knight Joanot Martorell (who died in 1464) is, according to Miguel de Cervantes (the author of *El Quijote*), the best book in the world. One of the most outstanding merits of this novel actually lies in its realism, manifested by the absence of any magical or marvelous elements as action-driving agents. It is a novel which shows an unusual (realistic) psychological complexity and coherence in its characters where the sea turns out to be a decisive element within that coherence.

2. The sea in *Tirant lo Blanch*: initiation itineraries and a continent of maturity

Without a doubt, the sea is extremely important in the development of this long novel. It would suffice to look at the multiple travels carried out by the protagonist which can be graphically seen below (illustration 1). Note that the four major travel routes (or lines) that appear in *Tirant* evolve following the development of the novel, that is, in accordance with the succession of the four main parts (or blocks) of its plot. Additionally, each of these routes represents one of the four major stages in the protagonist’s life evolution and personal maturation:

1. ‘The Journey to England’: necessarily with a significant maritime route, going around Brittany and crossing the English Channel. Tirant has still not become a knight. He leaves from his native Brittany towards London in order to become

---

1. This paper is part of the tasks carried out by the Institució Superior d’Investigació Cooperativa- Institut Virtual Internacional de Traducció -ISIC-VITRA- (funded by Generalitat Valenciana throughout “Programa ISIC per a la Constitució i Acreditació d’Instituts Superiors d’Investigació Cooperativa” -ISIC/2012/022-) and of the research projects Estudi, edició, traducció i digitalització de corpus documentals i literaris referits a la història de la Corona de Aragó medieval (amb especial referència al Regne de València). Aplicacions TIC i educatives [DIGICOTRACAM] (funded throughout the ‘Prometheus’ Program of the Generalitat Valenciana for Research and Development Excellence Research Groups, co-funded by the European Union’s European Regional Development Fund -PROMETEOII/2014/018-); Continuación de la Gramática del Catalán Moderno (1601-1833) (funded by the Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness of the Government of Spain, throughout “Programa Estatal de Investigación Científica y Técnica de Excelencia” -FII2015-69694-p-); Constitució d’un Corpus Textual per a una Gramàtica del Català Modern (funded by the Institut d’Estudis Catalans -IVITRA-IEC/PT2012-S04-MARTINES01 [2012-2015], IEC2-16X [2016-2018]-). It is also part of the tasks developed at the Centre Internacional d’Estudis Avanguts d’Història de la Corona d’Aragó (funded throughout the University of Alicante -USI-UA-45-); Grup d’Investigació en Traducció de Clàssics valencians a llengües europees: estudis literaris, lingüístics i traductològics comparats (funded by the University of Alicante -VIGROB-125-); Grup d’Investigació en Tecnologia Educativa sobre Diacronia lingüística, Traducció i Història de la Cultura (funded by the University of Alicante -GITE-09009-UA-).

a knight. It is then that he meets the old hermit, Guillem de Varoic, as a direct reflection of Llull's *Llibre de l’Orde de Caballeria.*

2. ‘The Journey to Sicily and Rhodes’: an essentially maritime —and Mediterranean— journey, without any further references to the Atlantic context. It represents three quarters of the novel, the richest ones from a literary point of view and with regard to its main character’s psychological complexity. It is in this part where Martorell’s work acquires and shows the characteristics that make it become ‘the best book in the world.’ This journey to Sicily and Rhodes expresses the entry into maturity of Tirant, already a knight, but still not an expert, neither in the command of troops nor in real fight (he had been the champion in singular jousts and fights, according to a strict ritual, in England) and neither was he an expert in the Court’s subtleties regarding government matters. During his stay in England, he had mostly taken care of his own training and had focused on his own personal interest; in Rhodes and Sicily, though, he will be concerned and will concentrate his efforts on the general interest:

3. Breaking the Turkish-Genovese siege of Rhodes, as explained above, going through Cyprus, Beirut, Holy Land (without leaving aside the emblem *par excellence*: Jerusalem) and the freeing of Christians reduced to slavery in Alexandria… This precisely allows Tirant to travel through a substantial part of the destinations of the (ultimately failed) crusades which took place between the 11th and 13th centuries.

4. Making it possible for the French Prince Philip, who had very few or hardly any social skills, to marry the beautiful *Infanta* Ricomana of Sicily, in a marriage of great and mutual interest for both crowns. In fact, Tirant will be doing this as a way to prepare strategic bases and the operations theatre to launch (at an advanced stage of the novel) a large-scale attack on the North African Maghreb coast from Tunisia. This was exactly the target of another great military crusade, the one led by Saint Louis of France, which proved unsuccessful; and it was also the object of desire in the ‘crusade of thinking’ proposed by Ramon Llull, who even preached in some of those places, with the result of suffering serious danger for his physical integrity and being imprisoned and, on the last occasion, he was apparently hit with a stone on the forehead which caused him a deep cut and left him badly injured, although it must have been practically healed when, on his return to Majorca and just before arriving at the port, he passed away.

5. ‘The Journey to the Greek Empire’: it is the fundamental part of this work. It means Tirant’s access to the fully mature life of a knight who has just proved to be able not only to earn a good reputation, fame and wealth for himself but also to settle ‘regional crises’ —as the episodes of Rhodes and Sicily might have been

---

described in the words of a strategic analyst. Now he is in a position to show that he can resolve the great global strategic crisis of the time: the Ottoman threat to the Second Rome and, consequently, to the whole Christendom. He not only had to victoriously settle the conflict ante portas of Constantinople, in Rumelia (Adrianopolis), Illyria (Troy) and other places of the then already reduced Byzantine Empire — in fact, when Martorell started to write this work, 1460, Constantinople had already fallen into Ottoman hands 7 years before...

6. ‘From Constantinople, Tirant leaves for the conquest of Northern Africa’ as a consequence of his need to disappear from the court for a sensible length of time after the homicide which, pushed by the anger of jealousy, he had perpetrated on the unfortunate figure of the black slave Lauseta. Because of the deceit hatched by the Viuda Reposada who, out of spite towards Tirant, hinders his relationship with Carmesina, Tirant made the huge mistake of believing that his beloved had an affair with this slave. In order to expiate that murder, Tirant assumes the leadership of the great expedition (in fact, a crusade) that had to snatch the North of Africa from the infidels. In strategic terms, this would permit to alleviate the pressure that the Great Turk was exerting on the Greek Empire despite Tirant’s irremissible victories; and the outcomes of the latter could be ensured. Tirant’s venture in Northern Africa was thus more than coherently devised and displayed, precisely in an essential proportion of Tirant’s stay, along with his life experiences and feats, in the Greek Empire. North Africa, and more specifically the Maghreb, had belonged to the Byzantine Empire, although it was lost after the irruption of Islam and its rapid expansion. This section of the novel has a successful culmination to—a literary catharsis— the (military and thinking) crusades of Saint Louis of France and of Ramon Llull,4 whose strategic support foundations had already been established by Tirant during his Sicilian negotiations in the 2nd part of the novel.

7. ‘Tirant’s return to the Greek Empire from North Africa can be situated in fifth place’.
See the following map (illustration 1) of the journey of Tirant lo Blanch:

---

The well-known map drawn by Cresques (1375) portrayed the knowledge of the world throughout the 14th century, and it remained valid until the late 15th century, when Columbus arrived in America. This map represents the world as it was known and explored by the high-level 14th- and 15th-century intellectuals and authorities who are mentioned by us in the present study and who, somehow or other, had an influence not only on Joanot Martorell’s novel: Ramon Llull and the Grand Master of the Order of Saint John of Jerusalem, Juan Fernández de Heredia. The latter is coeval with the humanist Bernat Metge, the maximum authority in the Crown of Aragon’s Royal Chancery, and with the also humanist Coluccio Salutati, who held an equivalent post in Florence.

In our view, it would not suffice to relate this map of the journey of Tirant lo Blanch to the maps shown below (illustrations 2, 3 and 4), where the absolutely central and crucial position of the Mediterranean as well as the coincidence with Tirant’s sea routes becomes evident. At the same time, so few terrestrial routes are followed by Tirant, fewer than those existing at the time —although the number of land routes was smaller than that of sea routes: An aspect which has still not been highlighted amongst those which confer upon it the status of a ‘total novel’ is the fact that Tirant lo Blanch presents a hero traveling throughout the Mediterranean axis, from West to East, from North to South. He travels across its latitude and its longitude. Tirant lo Blanch became totally Mediterranean as a literary work, in the same way as the Odyssey made the context of the Helade become ‘total’ —since Ulysses travels through practically every region of the Greek world of his time—and the sea was much more than a mere accumulation of salt water. It took a life of its own and, beyond the whims, outrages and moves of Poseidon, who felt hostility towards Ulysses after his intervention in Troy’s destruction, the sea becomes a key part in the evolution of this novel, both as an initiation element in each one of the tests that the protagonist had to overcome and as a catalyst of his evolution. This is what the sea represents in Tirant lo Blanch: much more than an initiation element.

This meaning which confers a generic notion of the Helade, and perhaps even more for its nature as an epic, can also be found in the other great Homeric work, the Iliad, insofar as the Achaeans, in their first ‘foreign’ venture, travel to defeat Troy from everywhere in Greece, from the powerful Mycenae and Sparta to the

---


comparatively insignificant Ithaca... And Troy, despite not being Greek, does form part of the Helade for its culture and beliefs.

*Tirant lo Blanch* uses the sea to shape a unitary idea of the Mediterranean, and it all in a waning and autumnal moment of the Middle Ages. Similarly, an overall idea of what is generically Hellenic can be identified at an equally later period of the Classical Greek world, since it incorporates contexts which did not originally belong to it in works such as *The Argonautica*, for instance. The successive versions of this work gradually modify the scope and field of action where the Argonauts carry out their feats on the return way, after having achieved the main aim of their (outward) journey: the Golden Fleece...

3. With a smaller number of words, the sea is much more than an ‘initiation force’ in *Tirant lo Blanch*. The help provided by Corpus Linguistics (the *Corpus Informatitzat Multilingüe de Textos Antics i Contemporanis* -CIMTAC- MetaCorpus)

The sea has no friends. Ulysses already experienced it. It bolts down entire navies; it was then believed to be inhabited by beings that instilled terror. Curial was shipwrecked—close to Tunisia—and Tirant also suffers the doings of the sea’s evil, since the latter allies itself with the streams and/or the winds. So it is said by Tirant himself: *—la Majestat vostra deu saber que tot lo meu mal és de mar, car los vents de aquesta terra són més prims.*

Something similar happens in other narrations with a chivalric theme and inspiration which had such huge importance—and a more than respectable length

---

11. “Your Majesty must know that all my troubles are caused by the sea, since the winds of this land are milder”. Martorell, Joanot. *Tirant lo Blanch*...: 484 (line 12) (Hauf’s edition, quoted at note 2).
too—as the Matière of Bretagne, in general. This is how the sea appears inQueste du Saint Graal—of which a complete translation to Catalan had been finished in1386—\(^{12}\) and inTristanytoo. The sea acquires a meaning similar to that of the Terre Gaste and the forest in these works. The sea is certainly a strange place where dangers and characters unaware of the court successively appear. Despite the fact that the sea does not actually represent a central element in these works, it is worth highlighting that, from its Celtic roots, the sea appears as a constituting element of these works as well. The sea in such works was an element—an environment and a continent, not only a passing element, but also a determining actant—which brought the Afterlife and reality together. Similarly to the Terre Gaste and the forest, the sea inQueste du Saint Graalalso becomes a space for the adventures and tests of the chosen knights, on board the vessels in which they sail, in the islands and rocky islets where they arrive.\(^{13}\)

It is particularly striking to check that only a quantitatively low number of occurrences of the wordmar (“sea”) can be found in such a long novel, where the sea simultaneously plays such an objectively important role—even if it is only for the large number of long and short voyages, journeys and trips that it contains and which become clearly visible in the map shown above, and even by the number of naval combats and battles. This can be quantified through CIMTAC,\(^{14}\) only 179 throughout—it must be stressed once again—such a lengthy novel. In short, the sea does not act as a friend inTirant lo Blancho; it can be:amarga mar (“bitter sea”).\(^{15}\)


\(^{15}\) Martorell, Joanot. Tirant lo Blanch…: 728 (line 14).
tempestuosa mar d’adversitats (“stormy sea of adversities”),16 mar tenebrosa (“gloomy sea”),17 brava (“rough sea”),18 cruel mar (“cruel sea”),19 espantosa mar que causa gran mal (“horrifying sea that causes great damage”),20 and changeable like the wheel of Fortune (Naveguem aquesta pròspera mar fins que la tempestuosa aygua aumente).21

Let us draw a brief comparison between three fundamental classical works which are coeval with Martorell and Tirant lo Blanch, in terms of ‘cultural genome’ and ideals of their authors, and situated in the same synchronic state of language: together with Tirant lo Blanch, Curial e Güelfa and Ausias March’s Poesies. This comparison is based on the number of occurrences of mar and of other words which have an essential connection when it comes to characterizing these works: mar, guerra (“war”), amor (“love”) and amar (“to love”). Our references stem from the results provided by the CIMTAC MetaCorpus and the software equally developed inside ISIC-IVITRA for their management:

**Table 1. Love, war, sea in words**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample words</th>
<th>Tirant lo Blanch, Joanot Martorell</th>
<th>Curial e Güelfa, Anonymous</th>
<th>Poesies, Ausiàs March</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total graphic forms</td>
<td>16,922</td>
<td>10,461</td>
<td>7,110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amar ['to love'] (lemmatization)</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amor ['love'] (occurrences)</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guerra ['war'] (occurrences)</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mar ['sea'] (occurrences= lemmatization)</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even though it seems logical to find more cases of amor and amar in March’s Poesies than in Curial and Tirant lo Blanch, this brief comparison reveals that Tirant lo Blanch is proportionally the one within these group of three works where the occurrences of mar (and of guerra) are by far the most frequent. It is also worthy of mention that amor and amar accumulate the highest number of cases/occurrences in

---

17. Martorell, Joanot. Tirant lo Blanch…: 806 (line 16).
21. “We sail through this prosperous sea until the stormy water grows”. Martorell, Joanot. Tirant lo Blanch…: 1381 (line 13).
this novel. Consequently, it cannot be denied that a high amorous and sentimental component prevails throughout this great novel where the main role is played by a knight and army commander whose primary aim consists in defeating the Turks… It equally deserves to be highlighted that the occurrences of mar outnumber those of guerra… Therefore, it does not seem unreasonable to think that a special link exists between the highly frequent cases of amor/amar and mar in Tirant lo Blanch; and also that, despite the high number of (land and sea) battle events described in the novel, the higher number of references to mar suggest that the sea is an initiation context which plays a catalyzing and necessary role that becomes essential for the development of what gives Tirant lo Blanch more specificity than the mere battle events, the complexity of a love feeling and its expression.

Our paper will now focus on an emblematic case when it comes to the utilization of the sea as a topic of endless immensity referred to the love that Tirant feels for his beloved Carmesina which additionally helps to weigh up the high degree of extreme development reached through the expression of the amorous feeling in this outstanding work. All of this is in keeping with the reference and intertextuality regarding La Història dels amors de Leànder i Hero as we can see in the elegant expression through which Diaphebus, Tirant’s loyal friend, explains to Carmesina the texture and the intense love that Tirant feels for her: —Si la mar se tornava tinta e la arena paper, jo pens no bastaria d’escriure l’amor, la voluntat, les infinides recomendacions que aquell pròsper e virtuós Tirant tramet la majestat vostra.23

4. Two examples from Tirant lo Blanch where the sea becomes a stage of amazing events, in love and in war. The sea which refers to classical tradition

Despite the significantly small number of occurrences of the word mar in the body of Joanot Martorell’s novel, the quality and importance generally assigned to the role played by the sea, as well as the classical referents to which many of the episodes where the presence of the sea is strongly felt refer us back, shows the huge relevance of the sea motif.

Let us now pay attention to two episodes which can prove illustrative in this respect. They become more valid insofar as they provide examples of the strategic importance which corresponds to the sea in Tirant lo Blanch:

---


23. “If the sea became ink and the sand (became) paper, I think that would not suffice to write about the love, the will, the endless recommendations which the prosperous and virtuous Tirant feels towards your majesty”. Martorell, Joanot. Tirant lo Blanch…: 728 (lines 14-16).
4.1 The sea refers to classical tradition in the expression of love through ‘La història dels amors de Leànder i Hero’, by Joan Roís de Corella. A possible new source for Corella, which passes on to ‘Tirant lo Blanch’

The sea turns out to be essential as proof of true love within a key work in the constitution of the amorous sentimental element as a narrative motif for the psychological complexity of fiction: La història dels amors de Leànder i Hero, by Joan Roís de Corella, the end of which was incorporated (actually grafted) into the narration climax of Tirant lo Blanch, in Carmesina’s pathetic death on Tirant’s dead body, moved by an irresistible outburst of pain.24

La història dels amors de Leànder i Hero has come to us, firstly through Latin sources (as Ovid, Heroïdes25 or Virgil, Georgics,26 a brief mention) and, especially, through the work of the Byzantine Musaeus, who refers much more extensively to it.27 It has been established that the presence of influences from this work confers an undoubtedly humanistic and Renaissance character upon it. Corella is the first to deal with this topic in the whole Iberian context, thus exerting an influence on Martorell and, during the Spanish Golden Age, on Boscán and Garcilaso de la Vega—the theme of Leander and Hero, though not through the Iberian branch, was also cultivated by the Elizabethan’ Britons Marlowe and Shakespeare.

It has also been established that Ovid (43 BC-17 AD), who had already dealt with these passionate and tragic kind of love in his Heroïdes, was the source for Corella and, therefore, that it was Ovid who influenced Martorell and the other authors mentioned above. In epistles 18 (from Leander to Hero)28 and 19 (from Hero

to Lender), the lover lets Hero know that, because of the bad weather, he will not go to sea—in other words, that he was not going to swim in the already dangerous waters of the Hellespont. In the following letter, she lets him know that she is feeling an irresistible need to see him. He dives into the sea—as he usually did—to swim across the mile which separates Sestos from Abydos to meet her beloved. This time the outcome is tragic, though.

This work was highly celebrated in Western Europe through Ovid. Nevertheless, critics have so far not paid attention to the fact that, in Roís de Corella’s version, it is not Hero’s epistolary request—but Fortune’s iniquity—that makes Leander jump into the sea on that occasion and ultimately drown. This is the kind of evidence which leads us to think that Ovid might not have been Corella’s (only) source.

Our next step will consist in highlighting the ‘coincidence’ of the wording found in Corella’s work and Tirant lo Blanch (authorship and the first two editions) with two important works:

the preparation of an important manuscript of L’Epistre d’Othea, by Christine de Pizan, which shows the prestige and influence both of the author and of the work itself. It is possible for us to thoroughly enjoy the extremely careful polychromous making of its overelaborate illuminations. This manuscript was commissioned by the great bibliophile Antoine de Bourgogne (1421-1504). The manuscript is contemporary—actually simultaneous—with the writing of Tirant lo Blanch (illustration 5).


Below can be seen two engravings from the incunabular edition of *De Herone et Leandro* (illustration 6), carried out by the great printer and already editor Aldo Manuzio.\(^{31}\) This edition is bilingual, like those which Manuzio published, bilingual with the original version in Greek (Musaeus’ text) and its translation into Latin. This subtle Latin edition is in turn simultaneous with the *editio princeps* of *Tirant lo Blanch*\(^ {32}\) and with the second edition.\(^ {33}\)


4.2 The sea refers to classical tradition in the narration of an amazing battle event (θαύματος) in ‘Tirant lo Blanch’: ‘Com Tirant féu cremar la nau del capità dels genovesos, qui fon causa que tots los moros se n’anaren de ylla [Rhodes].’ Report about a historical referent not observed so far.

This episode shows the crucial role played by the sea as a war stage. It is obviously an essential theme in Tirant lo Blanch, though not so much for his Herculean qualities as for his intelligent shrewdness of a strategist capable of adapting to the circumstances so that Tirant could defeat more powerful enemies; exactly the same as the role played by Ulysses in the Odyssey. This episode which is going to be analyzed next takes us back to a historical referent which has hitherto not been mentioned, and which does nothing but stress the high quality of the classical culture roots in Tirant lo Blanch and accordingly places this work even more clearly within the mainstream of Humanism and Renaissance in the mid-15th century. The episode in question can be found in chapter 106 of the novel, when Tirant manages to break the blockade which had been imposed on the port of Rhodes by the ships of the Genovese, who were the Ottomans’ allies. Chapter 106 of the novel (—Com Tirant féu cremar la nau del capità dels genovesos, qui fon causa que tots los moros se n’anaren de ylla [Rhodes]) narrates an episode which is generally well-known. A sailor suggests a ruse to Tirant for them to destroy the fleet that is blocking the port. In short, the sailor swims and dives to pass a rope-end through the ring of the Genovese captain’s ship rudder—the one anchored nearer to the land amongst the fleet that is blocking the port. Once the rope-end has been passed, the troops of Tirant will pull from it from land to make an incendiary barge (brulotte) reach the captain’s ship. In this way, it would be impossible for the captain’s ship to escape while simultaneously nobody would be able to stop the barge. The result was a disaster for the attacking fleet which had to lift its siege.

Nevertheless, none of our precedents has mentioned what could be the historical fact from which the tactic explained in this episode originated—and which has been highlighted as an excellent piece of evidence to show the realism of this work. Based on the historical referent (and its classical written materialization) which has been identified by us and will now be explained, this chapter once again draws our attention towards the core of Tirant lo Blanch’s references in the actual Byzantium, the ultimate target sought with the great strategy of opposition to the undeniable Ottoman danger which is dealt with in Martorell’s work.

This episode in chapter 106 tells us how (—Com Tirant féu cremar la nau del capità dels genovesos, qui fon causa que tots los moros se n’anaren de ylla). According to Obsidionis Rhodie, which dates back to 1481:—A nostris arte cognita, nauta quidam rerum

34. “How Tirant ordered to burn the Genovese captain’s ship, which made all the Moors flee from it [Rhodes]”. Martorell, Joanot. Tirant lo Blan...: 410-414 (chapter 106).
maritimarum non ignarus, noctu undis se obruit, anchoram soluit, fune cautibus remissius alligato, qui parua vi dissolauator.36 See illustrations 7 and 8:

ILLUSTRATION 7. Image which shows the consequences of the ruse carried out by the swimmer, who succeeded in destroying the bridge of boats which closed the port of Rhodes. The image below is not included in the *Tirant lo Blanch* edited by Albert Hauf. Source: Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Manuscrit latin, Ms. Lat, 6067 (Guillaume de Caoursin, “Obsidionis Rhodie descriptio, 1481”. Bibliothèque Nationale de France. 20 February 2015 <http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b9076643x/f110.image>).37

It needs to be highlighted that the critics who have most deeply studied this chapter 106³⁸ suggest the possibility of a certain textual connection between Obsidionis Rhodie and Tirant lo Blanch, despite the chronological determinants which would more than evidently hinder it. As a matter of fact, the 26 years elapsed between the moment when the writing of Tirant lo Blanch came to an end and its edition princeps might have been a long period, long enough to allow interventions alien to the author who had already passed away in 1465:

- Tirant lo Blanch, was written between 1460 and 1464,
- siege of Rhodes by Sultan Mehmed II, referent of Obsidionis Rhodie, 1480,
- writing of that work, 1481.

It is Stegmann that most clearly denies the textual influence of Caoursin’s work on that of Martorell:

–Veiem que estem davant d’un grapat d’elements barrejats i variants segons les necessitats del moment narratiu que de cap manera ens forcen a suposar influències directes de Caoursin en el Tirant de 1490, ni viceversa, és clar.”³⁹

³⁹ “We can see that there are a lot of elements in front of us which are mixed and varied according to the needs of the narrative moment and which by no means force us to assume direct influences
From our point of view, it should be taken into account that interventions could indeed have occurred subsequently to the author’s death (1465) and prior to the edition princeps, but they could hardly have had so much importance and intensity as to interpolate entire and lengthy passages —and at the same time as significant as this one. Furthermore, before Martorell’s novel was written, and due to its extremely important strategic location, Rhodes suffered numerous sieges by the Muslims; it was taken by the latter and reconquered by the Byzantines, fell into Genovese hands and into those of the Order of Saint John, until it resisted the siege by Mehmed II in 1480 which is narrated in Obsidionis Rhodie, and until it fell into Ottoman hands under the sultanate of Suleyman the Magnificent in the first third of the 16th century.

Our research allowed us to find—as a hypothesis that could be likely—the narration of a historical event which took place ante portas of Byzantium as well. This strategic city was still not called Constantinople, since it owes this name to its ‘refoundation’ by Constantine—who assumed the post as sole emperor in 324 AD— that made the city revive —especially between 324 and 330 AD— after the long years during which it had been reduced to little more than a mere village after the destruction inflicted on it by emperor Septimius Severus (in office from 193 to 211) after culminating the terrible siege that he imposed on Byzantium because this city had sided with his opponent for the post as Caesar, Caius Pescennius Niger. This happened within the context of the civil war which devastated the Roman Empire after the murder of Caesar Commodus.


41. Rhodes was taken in 654 by the Umayyad caliph Muawiyah I, who ordered to collect the remains of the mythic Colossus of Rhodes. The island was captured once again by the Muslims in 673 as part of the first Muslim attack on Constantinople, which was resisted ante portas by the Byzantine fleet and its Greek fire —it was the first time this secret weapon was used in a battle—and then by strong storms which ended up destroying the Muslim fleet. Nonetheless, the island was evacuated in 679-680 by virtue of the Byzantine-Umayyad treaty. In 715, a Byzantine fleet recaptured the island, which had rebelled against the Muslims; this permitted the consolidation of Theodosius III as the Basileus or Byzantine emperor. In 1090, it was snatched again from the Byzantines by the Muslims, as one of the consequences of Byzantium’s decisive defeat to Selyucid Turks at the battle of Mazinkert. It was recovered once more by Byzantium, under the Basileus Alexius I Comnenus during the First Crusade. In 1248-1250, it was occupied by the Genovese, as a result of the weakening suffered by Byzantine power following the Latin conquest of Constantinople in 1204, during the unfortunate Fourth Crusade. The island then became a province of the Empire of Nicaea and then (1261) of the restored Byzantine Empire. In 1305, it was delivered to the Genovese Andrea Morisco, who was at the service of Byzantium. In 1309, the island was occupied by the Order of Saint John of the Hospital. It resisted the siege which was imposed on it by the sultan of Egypt in 1444, and also resisted the new siege of the Ottoman sultan Mehmed II in 1480. Only in 1522, it will not be able to resist the massive siege imposed by Suleyman the Magnificent. See: Vatin, Nicolas. L’ordre de Saint-Jean-de-Jérusalem, l’Empire ottoman et la Méditerranée orientale entre les deux sièges de Rhodes (1480-1522). Leuven-Paris: Peeters, 1994; Buttigieg, Emanuel; Phillips, Simon, eds. Islands and Military Orders, c.1291-c.1798. Farnham-Burlington: Ashgate, 2013; Vraire, Jean-Bernard de; Vissière, Laurent. Tous les Deables d’enfer. Relations du siège de Rhodes par les Ottomans en 1480. Paris: Éditions Droz, 2014.
Dion Cassius, one of the key ‘intellectuals’ and politicians in those turbulent years which culminated with the murder of Commodus and the civil wars until 193 —including the so-called ‘year of the 4 Caesars’— is a privileged witness. With a senatorial family background, Dion Cassius was a proconsul in several provinces, senator under Commodus, praetor under Pertinax (the ephemeral Caesar who only ruled for 86 days, precisely in the dangerous times that followed the murder of Commodus and the resolution of the civil war in 193), consul suffectus (‘substitute’ or ‘deputy’) under Septimius Severus (circa 204), imperial curator of important centers in the Eastern regions of the Empire (Pergamon and Smyrna), provincial proconsul in the important province of Africa (today’s Maghreb, approximately), legatus in Dalmatia and in Upper Pannonia, consul under the Caesar Alexander Severus, legatus in Asia Minor… until he retreated from public life in 235, in Nicaea, to devote himself exclusively to his writings.

Dion Cassius composed his Ρωμαϊκή Ιστορία (“Roman History”) in Greek. Although it starts from the actual foundation of Rome (and reaches up to the period of Gordian Caesars), this is a key work of –Roman, though expressed in Greek— classical historiography for:

- historical memory;
- for the treatment of the standpoint precisely about some convulsed decades;
- for the government of the ‘world’ of the time, about which his treatment is far from servile with regard to what could be understood as the ‘official version’ or the one which was totally obliging with the Caesar’s option.

Ρωμαϊκή Ιστορία contains the thrilling report of the blockade that Septimius Severus imposed on Byzantium and the heroic way in which the Byzantines resisted it; the hardships that they suffered, the hunger, the deprivations of all kinds (they even ate reheated leather, wove dresses with women’s hair, drank putrid water…) before surrendering. Finally, the city surrendered by hunger, not by the force of Septimius’ army. A battle event is highlighted by Dion Cassius to stress how amazing (θαύματος) —hence our inclusion of the expression ‘amazing event’ in the title of this section— the behavior of those besieged was: they captured several of Septimius Severus ships which exerted —sorry about the pun— a ‘severe’ naval blockade on Byzantium. The capture was made through swimmers who, diving and putting their lives in great danger, passed rope-ends through the rings of the lower part of the hulls. From inside the walls, other soldiers pulled strongly and—with no oarsmen or pilots guiding them— managed to make the ships reach the shore, where their equipment was rendered useless and the vessels themselves were captured.

We would like to bring attention on swimmers as main action agents in attention at the top risk they engaged. Also, swimmers become the common factor between the Obsidionis Rhodie (swimmer and brulotte) and our hypothesis regarding Dion Cassius (just swimmers). This feat of heroism by swimmers according to Dion Cassius’ report, which can be regarded as one of the first naval special operations ever in history, did not ultimately serve to save Byzantium. However, it did represent a landmark in the unequivocal willingness to resist of a human group who did by
no means want to be captured —something which is not new in the context of Roman Empire history. At the same time, and above all, it acquires a nuance of realism and wit —precisely like in Martorell’s novel— exactly in the city which is the focus of attention in Tirant lo Blanch, right at the nerve center of the sea stretch that connects East and West, from the Bosphorus to the Dardanelles, going through the Hellespont, an obstacle and at the same time a link for the amorous passion of Leander and Hero, who also acted as referents in Martorell’s novel.

Let us see the fragment in question, in its translation/s:

**Table 2. Divers of Byzantium according Dion Cassius,**

*Ρωμαϊκή Ιστορία* (“*Roman History*”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dion Cassius, <em>Ρωμαϊκή Ιστορία</em> From: Perseus Digital Library42</th>
<th>Translation into English43</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="1">12</a> πολλὰ μὲν οὖν καὶ ἔδρασαν καὶ ἔπαθον οἱ Βυζάντιοι, ἅτε τοῖς ἐκ τῆς οἰκουμένης ὡς εἰπείν στόλοις ἐπὶ ὅλον τριετῆ χρόνον πολιορκούμενοι: λελέξεται δὲ ὀλίγα καὶ τὰ ἐχόμενα τινος θαύματος. ἤρουν μὲν γάρ καὶ πλοῖα τινα παραπλέοντα εὐκαίρως ἐπιπλέοντες, ἤρουν δὲ καὶ τρήψεις τῶν τῶν ὕφε τῶν ἀγκύρας αὐτῶν ὑφύδροις κολυμβηταῖς ὑποτέμνοντες, καὶ ἥλους ἐς τοὺς ταρσούς σφων, καλωδίους ἐν τῷ ὅρμῳ τῶν ἐναντίων οὐσῶν. τὰς γὰρ ἀγκύρας αὐτῶν ὑψὸς ὑψομόντες, καὶ ἶδιοι 1 ἐς τούς τάρσους σφων, καλωδίους ἐκ τῆς φυλίας ἐκδεδεμένους, ἐμπηγνύντες, ἐπεπαινόντω, ὡςτ᾽ αὐτάς ἐρ᾽ ἐαυτῶν αὐτομάτας προσπάθειοσις ὀράθαι, μήτ᾽ ἐρέτου μήτ᾽ ἀνέμου μηδενὸς ἐπισπέρχοντος.</td>
<td>[12] Many, now, were the exploits and the experiences for the Byzantines, since for the entire space of three years they were besieged by the armaments of practically the whole world. I shall relate a few of the incidents that were in any way marvellous. They used to capture not only ships that were sailing past, by making opportune attacks, but also triremes that were in their opponents’ roadstead.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[12](1) ἤρουν μὲν γάρ καὶ πλοῖα τινα παραπλέοντα εὐκαίρως ἐπιπλέοντες, ἤρουν δὲ καὶ τρήψεις τῶν τῶν ὕφε τῶν ἀγκύρας αὐτῶν ὑφύδροις κολυμβηταῖς ὑποτέμνοντες, καὶ ἥλους ἐς τοὺς ταρσούς σφων, καλωδίους ἐν τῷ ὅρμῳ τῶν ἐναντίων οὐσῶν. τὰς γὰρ ἀγκύρας αὐτῶν ὑψὸς ὑψομόντες, καὶ ἶδιοι 1 ἐς τούς τάρσους σφων, καλωδίους ἐκ τῆς φυλίας ἐκδεδεμένους, ἐμπηγνύντες, ἐπεπαινόντω, ὡςτ᾽ αὐτάς ἐρʻ ἐαυτῶν αὐτομάτας προσπάθειοσις ὀράθαι, μήτʻ ἐρέτου μήτʻ ἀνέμου μηδενὸς ἐπισπέρχοντος. | [2] They accomplished this by causing divers to cut their anchors under water and drive in the ships’ sides nails that were attached by ropes to the friendly shore; then they would draw the ships towards them, so that these appeared to be sailing up all by themselves, of their own accord, with neither oarsman nor wind to urge them forward. |

**Notes:**


In fact, Dion Cassius’ reference served as the basis for us to be able to situate and date the idea, and to contextualize it in a consistent and significant way with regard to the novel *Tirant lo Blanch*: Byzantium/Constantinople. This was not done by the critics who preceded us, who, instead, did highlight as a precedent—apart from the afore mentioned *Obsidionis Rhodie*—chapter 334 of *Dotzè* by Eiximenis and the frustrated plan of attack that Giacomo Coco, Venetian defender of Constantinople, proposed for the night of April 24th 1453. The possible antecedent for Eiximenis suggests the general technique of using rope-ends —*ab corde*— to take a galley rowing in the middle of a fight with more powerful galleys; meanwhile, Coco’s trick, despite being located *ante portas* of Constantinople, did not include any references either to swimmers or to divers tying or passing rope-ends through the rings of the Turkish ship hulls so that incendiary barges (*brulottes*) could be fastened to them. To this must be added that Coco’s plan could not be put into practice due to the Genovese soldiers’ refusal to participate when they knew about it. In fact, the Genovese had not been informed because of the distrust that they raised among the Venetians, the Byzantines and the other defenders, because of the Ligurians’ deceitfulness in favor of the Turks—as was recorded in the proceedings of the council held on April 23rd during which Coco presented his plan.

Hence why the textual connection from Dion Cassius’ report would follow a sequence that paves our way towards another connection which has not been taken into account by critics so far: Dion Cassius is the main source for Roman history (until the early 3rd Century) of the great Byzantine historian John Zonaras, in his *Επιτομὴ Ἱστοριῶν* (*Epitome Historiarum*). Zonaras, a true man of the court who, under Alexius I Comnenus, eventually became the great ‘Drungary’ (commander of the Emperor’s personal guard) and Πρωτοασηκρῆτις (protoasecretis or “first private secretary of the Emperor”), and after the Emperor’s death, retired to the monastery in Mount Athos until the end of his longevous life —*circa* 88 years.

---

Zonaras was an influential author throughout the Middle Ages and his work stood out as one of the references for Catholic texts. It was incorporated into Migne’s work and into the set of Documenta Catholica Omnia. Zonaras’ *Ἐπιτομὴ Ιστορίων* (*Epitome Historiarum*), which includes the fragment about the ruse for the capture of Septimius Severus’ ships by the Byzantines:


Zonaras is one of the authors whose work has come to us in a direct translation from Greek due to the enormous activity driven and encouraged by the Grand Master of the Order of the Hospital, Juan Fernández de Heredia that was essential for the flourishing of Humanism in the Crown of Aragon, and in Western Europe as a whole. More specifically, amongst the numerous classical and Byzantine Greek works that Fernández de Heredia ordered to translate was a large part of this important work by Zonaras that materialized in the resulting translation into the Aragonese language, in the form of the *Crónica o Libro de los Emperadores* (“Chronicle or Book of the Emperors”) (illustration 10).

---


The widespread knowledge that existed about Fernández de Heredia’s activity is clearly evidenced by the interest with which the great Coluccio Salutati, the unquestioned representative of Florentine Humanism during the late 14th century and the early 15th century, asked the Grand Master of the Hospital to send a copy of the translation into the Aragonese language of the *Cronica de Conquiridores* (“Chronicle of the Conquerors”, also known as *Plutarch*),\(^5\) from Plutarch’s *Vidas paralelas* (“Parallel lives”) —Salutati explicitly composed the Italian version of the latter.\(^5\)

On the other hand, it is worth highlighting that another of the sources which makes an easily perceivable contribution to Martorell’s novel, a work by the Franciscan doctor in Theology John of Wales (Worcester, early 13th century- Paris, *circa* 1285, contemporary of Ramon Llull, and a source for Martorell too), also appears amongst those translated within the framework of the initiative undertaken by the Grand Master of the Hospital, even though a translation of it already existed into Catalan at the end of the 14th century: the *Communiloquium* or *Summa collationum*, which materializes through Fernandez de Heredia’s activity as the *Libro de Actoridades* or *Rams de Flores* —*circa* 1385-1393—\(^5\) which was already translated into Catalan. Another of the works by John of Wales translated into Catalan in the 15th century was the *Breviloquium de virtutibus* or *Lo breu parlament dels antichs*. Expressed differently, he was a well-known author within the Crown of Aragon context whose works amounted to an unusual number of hand-written copies throughout Europe.

\(^{51}\)This image is lacked in the digital version of “almost” the whole codex, which begins at f. 1v and “forgets” f. 1r. Available at: Fernández de Heredia, Juan. “El libro de los emperadores; el libro de los fechos et conquistas del principado de Morea”. Biblioteca Digital Hispánica. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 20 March 2015 <http://bdh-rd.bne.es/viewer.vm?id=0000008326&page=1>.


\(^{53}\)Coluccio Salutati describes at his “Proemio” of the *Cronica di Plutarco* (Salutati, Coluccio. *Cronica di Plutarco*. Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, phil. 26, sin. 7) the line of translations: from the *gramatica greca* (ancient Greek) into Byzantine (*vulgar greco*), and from this into aragonese, after the *comandamento* by the Grand Master of the Hospital, Juan Fernández de Heredia: *cronica di Plutarco, famoso ystorial greco, la quale fù tra ns-latata di gramatica greca in/ vulgar greco in rodi per uno/ philosofo greco chiamato [...] et di greco fù trans-latata in aragonese per un fray/ re [...] per comandamento del molto/ reverente in Ye suschrist/ e signore dom Ffayre Giovanni/ Ffernandez di Heredia, per la gratit/ di Dio Maestro dell’Ordine dell’O/ spedale di San Giovanni di Gerusa/- lem (“chronicle of Plutarco, famous Greek historian, which was translated from the Greek grammar to vulgar Greek in Rhodes by a Greek philosopher called [...] and from the Greek translated to Aragonese by a friar [...] under the order of the Revertent in Jesus Christ Master Father and Lord Dom John Fernandez de Heredia, Master of the Order of the Hospital of Saint John of Jerusalem by the Mercy of God”). Martines, Vicent. “Famoso ystorial greco’... Les lílions dels clàssics, les traduccions i l’Humanisme a la Corona d’Aragó entre la fi del segle XIV i el XV”, *L’Humanisme a la Corona d’Aragó* (en el context hispànic i europeu), Júlia Butinyà, Antonio Cortijo, eds. Potomac: Scripta Humanistica, 2011: 575-408.

and over the centuries —between 150 and 200 manuscripts of his works have been preserved, although some scholars increase the count up to 453.55

It can thus be seen that Dion Cassius’ influence converges directly onto the Crown of Aragon through the Master of the Hospital —whose Mother House was in Rhodes— and through the translation of Zonaras’ work, for which Dion Cassius represents one of the main sources. Furthermore, the Master of the Hospital also appears amongst the authors who provide sources for Martorell’s work, John of Wales. In this case, the fact that Wales also appears on the list of translated works confirms that Fernández de Heredia’s efforts were properly contextualized with regard to the works and authors of his time who will be subsequently regarded as components of the humanists’ genome.

5. Conclusions

*Tirant lo Blanch* is a novel with multiple sides, amongst which also stands out that of hoarding a variety of elements, and especially important ones even as continents or determinants, themselves, of crucial parts in the plot. In particular, the sea becomes especially important in a work like this one, so widespread throughout Europe and the Mediterranean: the action moves from Brittany to London and, from here, to Rhodes, Sicily, Byzantium, North Africa, and once again Byzantium... This is not only a mere geographical space: in addition to being the route through which the protagonist travels, *el mar* (or *la mar*) —in the masculine or in the feminine— appears as an initiation environment for the main character, a context which defines his progressive successes and his personal maturity..., as if it were the same sea of Ulysses’ life experiences in the *Odyssey*, or the one that Jason sailed across together with his Argonauts, or that in which Leander swam (and drowned) to visit his beloved Hero... These are just a few of the *Matière Ancienne* references which nourish this novel, especially that of *Leader and Hero* —from another great author who lived in the Crown of Aragon too, Joan Roís de Corella— which combine in a particularly complex way in this work that, despite being chronologically medieval, is actually ‘modern’ in its conception.

In any case, it has been possible for us to prove —using Corpus Linguistics techniques and applications and also by means of the CIMTAC MetaCorpus— that the crucial importance of *mar* in the novel is unmatched with a large number of lexical occurrences or forms. A (brief) comparison has been drawn with another two classics which were contemporary with *Tirant lo Blanch* —Curial e Güelfa, attributed to Enyego d’Àvalos, and Ausiàs March’s Dictats— from which can be inferred that the forms referred to *amar* and *amor*... outnumber those related

to guerra. And along with the amorous words, those referring to the sea are more numerous than war-related ones. It has been established that a particular connection exists between the high number of cases of amor/amar and mar in Tirant lo Blanch; and also that, despite the high number of (land and sea) battle events which appear in the novel, the greater number of references to mar clearly suggests that this is an initiation context, which plays a catalyzing and necessary role that becomes essential for the development of what gives Tirant lo Blanch more specificity than the mere battle events, the complexity of a love feeling and its expression.

Despite the significantly small number of occurrences of the word mar in the text body of Joanot Martorell’s novel, the quality and importance of the role played by the sea in general and by the classical referents to which many of the episodes where the presence of the sea can be strongly felt, refer us back shows the huge importance that the sea has as a motif.

Our attention is now going to focus on two episodes which can prove highly valid in this respect because they represent examples of the strategic relevance that corresponds to the sea in Tirant lo Blanch:

• On the one hand because, through the influence of the History of the love between Leander and Hero, by Joan Roís de Corella —coeval, as well as a friend and neighbour of Joanot Martorell’s— on Tirant lo Blanch, the sea refers to classical tradition in what regards the expression of a love feeling. Furthermore, a new possible source has been proposed for Corella’s work, which passes on to Martorell’s novel and gets further enriched.

• On the other hand, chapter 106 has been analyzed here as a hypothesis of a referent for the roots of classical tradition that become visible in an amazing battle event, and information has been supplied about a historical war stratagem never before observed in relation to Martorell’s novel, despite having been thoroughly studied by critics. The sea continues to be the main character in this historical ruse, totally consistent with the references in the novel (Byzantium, situation of siege and naval blockade imposed by an invading force, attack diving as a tactic…), as it was attested in writing by the Ρωμαϊκὴ Ιστορία (Historia romana) (“Roman History”) of the important Roman historian Dion Cassius. The present study additionally suggests a probable way of textual connection between the work of this author and the Crown of Aragon through Zonaras’ Ἐπιτομὴ Ἱστοριῶν (Epitome Historiarum) as an evidence of the influential direct translation activity focused on classical Greek works and carried out by the Grand Master of the Hospital, Juan Fernández de Heredia. And evidence has also been provided for the confirmation of the proximity that this entails with regard to Martorell’s novel, insofar as Fernández de Heredia saw to it that another work which also influenced Tirant lo Blanch —though in other aspects— was translated, namely: the Communiloquium by John of Wales.

In short, all the love experiences, negotiations, battle events, stratagems and progression (in the Curriculum Vitae) of Tirant have something in common: the sea is much more than a means of communication needed in this so strongly
Mediterranean novel. At the time, when 28 years still had to elapse before America was discovered, the Mediterranean and ‘Mediterraneity’ represented the cornerstone of the known world onto which North and South —East and West— converged.

To conclude, it deserves to be stressed that the sea does not have the same symbolic meaning in Tirant lo Blanch as in Xenophon’s Anabasis (circa 430—circa 355) (Perseus Digital Library; Bibliotheca Augustana—Xenophon), where the ten thousand Greeks’ march inland across the Persian Empire, from Sardes to Cunaxa, in the heart of Mesopotamia, and then as far as Trabzon, looking for an exit to the sea, like a destination, a target or a goal. When they finally get to see the sea, after so many hardships, Xenophon describes the moment deeply moved: 5657

### Table 3. Xenophon, Κύρος Ἀνάβασις / Anabasis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Xenophon, Κύρος Ἀνάβασις 56</th>
<th>Xenophon, Anabasis (translated into English) 57</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[4.7.23] ἐπειδὴ δὲ βοὴ πλείων τε ἐγίγνετο καὶ ἐγγύτερον καὶ οἱ ἀεὶ ἐπιόντες ἔθεον δρόμοι ἐπί τούς ἀεὶ βοῶντας καὶ πολλὶ μεῖζον ἐγίγνετο ἡ βοὴ ὅσωι δὴ πλείους ἐγίγνοντο,</td>
<td>[23] But as the shout kept getting louder and nearer, as the successive ranks that came up all began to run at full speed toward the ranks ahead that were one after another joining in the shout, and as the shout kept growing far louder as the number of men grew steadily greater, it became quite clear to Xenophon that here was something of unusual importance [24] so he mounted a horse, took with him Lycius and the cavalry, and pushed ahead to lend aid; and in a moment they heard the soldiers shouting, —The Sea! The Seall and passing the word along. Then all the troops of the rearguard likewise broke into a run, and the pack animals began racing ahead and the horses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The sea is a goal for those long-suffering ten thousand; first the Black Sea that will take them home, the most desired end to their expedition: Byzantium —the future Constantinople.

Tirant also sails across the seas, all his efforts and interests being concentrated on Constantinople; in his case, to save it from the Ottoman danger. He will eventually become a Caesar of the Greek Empire and is truly in love with the crown Princess, Carmesina. Constantinople will be about to become ‘his’ home. In *Tirant lo Blanch* and for its main character, the sea is an initiation element, the means and the purpose, the environment and the whole.